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ABSTRACT
RISK-SENSITIVE FORAGING IN THE BLUE JAY iCYANOCITTA CRYSTATA)
FEBRUARY 1992
KEVIN CHARLES CLEMENTS, B.S., JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Alan C. Kamil
The study of risk-sensitive foraging asks how foragers respond to variation in the
distribution of food within patches. Models have been proposed that explain risk-sensitive
behavior in terms of the relation between energy need and energy intake. Tests of these
models have used very small, specialized foragers with high energetic demands. During
the present study, five blue jays (Cyanocitta crystata), medium-sized, omnivorous
foragers, were tested under an operant simulation of foraging. The jays were allowed to
choose from two patches over several trials per session (choices early in the session were
forced while those later in the session were free). One patch provided a constant number
of rewards per trial while the other provided a variable number. Both provided the same
mean value during a session. Six reward conditions were used. Some unique procedural
precautions were taken to minimize the biasing effects position preferences can exert on
tests of patch choice. The jays developed a strong and consistent preference for the
constant patch (risk aversion). This preference was not affected by reward conditions.
Choice latencies during forced-choice trials indicated that patch preferences shown during
free-choice developed at least partially during the preceding forced-choice phase, an
assumption heretofore untested. The jays' strong and consistent risk aversion may be due
to their relatively large size or to the fact that they are omnivorous foragers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Some animals find their food distributed continuously throughout their habitat.
A grazing wildebeest may have no difficulty finding food on the vast plains of Africa
during the wet season. But for many other animals, the task of finding food is a bit more
complicated. These animals may find their food distributed in discrete areas. For
example, a titmouse might forage for moth larvae in pine cones. Or a kangaroo mouse
might find seeds in the sand surrounding the desert plant that produced them. Biologists
typically refer to clumped resources, especially food resources, as patches. In the
example of the titmouse above, the patch in question might be a pine cone, or a tree
containing pine cones, depending on the specificity of one's definition. There is an entire
body of theory which addresses the ways in which animals exploit patchily distributed
food resources. This body of theory assumes that animals have been prepared through
natural selection to respond optimally when searching for food. As such, we refer to this
body of theory as optimal foraging theory. Optimal foraging models of patch use assume
that, when foraging in patchy environments, animals should optimally allocate their time
between foraging within and travelling between patches (see Stephens and Krebs 1986
for a recent and thorough review of foraging theory). Given this assumption, the optimal
forager is faced with at least two important decisions concerning patch use.
First, while between patches, the forager must decide which patch is best to
exploit at a given point in time. Second, once foraging within a patch, the forager must
determine when it is best to leave and hunt elsewhere. The first decision was the subject
of this thesis.
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Risk sensitivity and traditional foraging models
Foraging models have traditionally assumed that, when making the above
decisions, the quantity to be maximized is the rate of energy intake per unit time of
foraging. If rate of intake is the only quantity to consider in deciding where to hunt, then
a successful forager need only concern itself with choosing patches which will maximize
the expected (mean) value of the food distribution. Such a strategy implies that
variability within food distributions may be safely ignored by the forager. But is a pure
mean-maximizing strategy always the best option available to the animal which may
actually perish if bad patches are chosen? Consider the following example:
An animal has enough time remaining in its foraging period to visit only one more
patch. The animal requires at least two more units of energy to survive the night. There
is a choice between only two patches. The first patch is known by the animal to provide
zero or 10 units of energy per visit, each with a probability of 0.5 (giving an expected
value of five and variance of 25). The second patch provides two or four units of energy
per visit, each with a probability of 0.5 (giving an expected value of three and a variance
of one). It is clear that a strict expected value maximizer would choose the first patch
and have only a 50% chance of surviving. But an animal that is sensitive to both the
mean and variance of the two distributions, and is willing to trade a higher expected value
with higher variance for a lower expected value with lower variance has a \00% chance
of surviving.
The above example demonstrates that animals should be sensitive to both the mean
and variance of a reward distribution. A number of researchers have recently shown that
some animals possess such sensitivity and use it to determine which patches are best to
exploit. This phenomenon has been called "risk sensitivity" because of the riskiness
involved in making choices based on variability. The study of risk asks how foragers can
choose between probability distributions to optimize patch choice and thereby gain the
highest chance of survival possible. The most widely t^cognized of these studies are
those done by Caraco and his colleagues (Caraco 1981, 1982, 1983, and Caraco,
Martindale & Whittam 1980).
History of risk-sensitive foraging studies
In the first rigorous demonstration of this phenomenon, Caraco et al. (1980)
offered food deprived yellow-eyed juncos {Jmco phaenotus) a choice between two
feeding stations at opposite ends of a small aviary. One station provided a constant
number of seeds per visit while the other station provided a variable number of seeds per
visit, based on some probabiUty distribution. The variable station had the same expected
value as the constant station. So, for example, the constant station might provide three
seeds per visit while the variable station would provide zero or six seeds per visit, each
with a probability of 0.5. Expected values for the stations were changed daily by varying
the average number of seeds available. After an initial period of forced choice to
acquaint them with the daily conditions, the juncos were allowed to freely choose one of
the two feeding stations over a number of trials. This two-phase sequence of forced
choice followed by free choice between two patch types is the general approach taken by
most studies of risk-sensitive foraging.
Caraco et al. (1980) found that feeding preferences depended on the relationship
between present energy reserves, expected energy expenditure, and expected energy intake
(determined by severity of food deprivation and reward conditions). If expected energy
intake exceeded expected expenditure the juncos preferred the constant station (risk
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aversion). If expected intake was less than expected expenditure the juncos prefen^d the
variable station (risk proneness). So, "taking a risk" means choosing variability in the
hope of gaining more than the expected number of rewards on any given patch visit. Use
of this risky strategy is presumably motivated only when the expected values of the
available patches will not meet energetic requirements.
Caraco et al. (1980) predicted the above results from their expected energy budget
hypothesis which is based on the concepts of utility theory. If environmental conditions
are such that available energy resources can be expected to meet or exceed an animal's
energetic requirements the animal is said to have a positive expected energy budget. If
the expected energy budget is positive the utility function is a negatively accelerated,
concave curve (Figure lA). With a concave utility function each additional reward adds
less utility than the last. Because the expected value is enough to meet requirements,
additional energy is treated as an unnecessary bonus. Since it need not seek more than
the expected value, the animal with a positive energy budget should prefer the certain
expectation over the expected value based on a probability distribution. This is called
risk-averse (or risk-avoiding) behavior; the animal avoids risky patch choices, those with
high variability, because they are not necessary for survival. The concave utility curve
becomes more 'bowed' as the (positive) difference between expected intake and
requirements becomes larger (larger positive energy budget, Figure IB). As this
difference increases, any specific food value will loose utility, which should make the
animal become even more risk averse.
If available energy resources cannot be expected to meet an animal's energetic
requirements the animal has a negative expected energy budget. If the expected energy
budget is negative the utility function is a positively accelerated, convex curve (Figure
4
IC). When the utility function is convex each reward adds more utility (is valued more)
than the previous one. Because the expected value is not enough to meet requirements,
additional units of reward (beyond the mean) are inquired to survive. Since it needs to
seek more than the expected value, the animal with a negative energy budget should
prefer the variable food distribution over the certain expectation. This is called risk-prone
(or risk-taking) behavior; the animal is given to risky patch choices because these provide
the only chance for survival. The convex utility function becomes more 'bowed' as the
(negative) difference between expected intake and requirements becomes more negative
(larger negative energy budget, Figure ID). As this difference becomes more negative,
additional units of reward gain more and more utiUty which should make the forager
become even more risk prone.
Caraco has also demonstrated both risk-prone and risk-averse behavior in
dark-eyed juncos, Junco hyemalis (1981), and white-crowned sparrows, Zonotrichia
leucophrys (1982, 1983), which are somewhat larger than juncos. However, these studies
were partially flawed by a methodological oversight. In order to manipulate energy
budgets, biasing the birds toward a negative or positive expectation over time, Caraco and
his colleagues controlled the severity of food deprivation between sessions as well as rates
of energy intake (energy divided by foraging time) within sessions. The rates of intake
were controlled by systematically varying the expected value of each patch along with the
delay between trials (intertrial interval or ITI). Since a bird could only feed during a trial,
the m in Caraco' s procedure represented the amount of time a bird had to wait before
the next opportunity to feed. The ITI was always at least 30 seconds and there were 30
seconds added for every seed eaten during the preceding trial.
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This variation in ITI presents both theoretical and analytical difficulties. Two
assumptions which most theories of risk share is that opportunities to find food are
randomly and independendy distributed. The assumption of independence is violated
when the events of one trial affect the the events within, or the onset of, the next.
Caraco's variation of ITI constituted such a violation; the onset of a trial was delayed, via
the ITI, by 30 seconds for every seed eaten during the previous trial. As a result,
constant patches produced constant delays before the next opportunity to feed while
variable patches produced variable delays before the next such opportunity. (It is
important to note that the term 'delay', as used in the operant psychology literature,
typically means the time elapsed between a criterion response and its consequence. I use
the term more generally here to mean any span of time imposed by the experimenter
which interrupts the ongoing behavior of the animal.)
Even if varying ITI in studies of risk does not violate assumptions of the model
being tested, varying ITI on a one-to-one basis with reward conditions makes accurate
interpretation of data analyses very difficult. Since the ITI in Caraco's studies was
perfectly correlated with reward distributions between conditions, it is impossible to
separate the two as independent variables in the data analyses. Were the effects due to
the variation in the ITI or to the variation in the number of seeds available at the feeding
stations? Or, since both play a role in the rate of energy intake, was there an interaction
between the two variables, one enhancing or hindering the effect of the other?
A rate is simply an amount divided by a span of time. To change a rate one could
alter one of the two quantities while holding the other constant. The quantities could also
be changed together, either in opposite directions or in the same direction by
disproportionate amounts, but this method is obviously less procedurally sound. To vary
6
amount
the rate of energy intake in a discrete trials procedure, one could either change the
of reward per trial while keeping trial duration constant, or change trial duration while
keeping reward constant. The duration of a trial could be altered by varying the length
of any delay the animal encounters within trials. Such delays should ideally occur while
the animal is working for, or handling, its rewards. In studies of foraging, these delays
might include the amount of time needed to travel to a chosen patch, to search a patch
for prey, or to capture and handle prey. Delays between trials (ITI) could also be
changed as long as the change is not correlated, and therefore confounded, with events
within trials.
Reports in the operant psychology literature, dating more than three decades ago,
indicate that both the magnitude of reward and the delay between response and reward
are important variables in experiments that are strikingly similar to today's studies of risk.
Leventhal, Morrell, Morgan, and Perkins (1958) allowed rats to choose between the two
outer arms of an E-shaped maze. One arm provided a constant amount of food while the
other provided one of two equally probable amounts of food. Both arms yielded the same
mean amount. With the exception of variability introduced by the rats in navigating the
maze, the duration of each trial was constant. The rats preferred the variable arm (risk
proneness) but this preference declined as the mean amount of food available in the arms
was increased.
Pubols (1962) gave rats a choice between the arms of a Y- maze. But rather than
varying the amount of reward, one arm imposed a fixed delay between response and
reward while the other imposed one of two equally probable delays. Both arms provided
the same mean delay and the amount of reward available in each arm was the same. The
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rats prefen.d variable delays (risk proneness), bu. as the average delay was decreased the
Strength of their preference decreased.
Taken together, the Pubols (1962) and Uventhal et al. (1958) experiments showed
that, no matter which defining quantity of the rate of energy intake was varied, as the rate
increased the strength of risk proneness declined toward indifference. This is exactly
what Caraco's energy budget rule predicts; as environmental resources improve on
average, with energy requirements held constant, the possible benefits associated with
resource variability decrease so that risk proneness becomes less useful.
Though they produced interesting effects, neither the Leventhal et al. nor the
Pubols studies manipulated the animal's actual energy budgets. Manipulating rate of
energy intake is a necessary part of manipulating energy budgets but is not sufficient in
itself to bias the animal toward a positive or negative expectation over time. One must,
in addition, determine the energy intake rate required to meet the animal's needs for a
specified period of time. Then, the rate of intake should be experimentally increased or
decreased relative to the requirement without compromising the assumptions of the model
or the procedural integrity of the experimental design.
Recently, Barnard and Brown (1985) have demonstrated risk sensitivity in another
mammalian predator, the common shrew (Sorex araneus). As is typical, the shrews were
offered a choice between two feeding stations which provided a constant or a variable
number of mealworm segments, each station with the same expected value. By
manipulating daily energy budgets Barnard and Brown (1985) found that the shrews, as
predicted, were risk averse under positive expected energy budgets and risk prone under
negative expected energy budgets. This is the only reported study, other than those of
Caraco and his colleagues, that has directly measured and manipulated energy budgets.
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However, only one n^ward condition was used. Also, energy intake rates wer. decreased
by "making stations temporarily unavailable between visits" (p. 162). In other woixls.
Barnard and Brown (1985) also varied the ITI. Wether this variation was dependent on
within-trial events and in violation of the assumption of trial independence cannot be
ascertained since the method by which stations were made "temporarily unavailable" was
not specified. But it seems reasonable to assume that the method used was similar to that
used by Caraco given the similar purposes of the manipulation.
Models of risk sensitivity
Results such as those above have been described in terms of minimizing the
probability of an energetic shortfall. Stephens (1981, see also Stephens and Krebs 1986)
and Stephens and Charnov (1982) have formulated the z-score model of risk-sensitive
foraging. The model assumes that an animal obtains its energy throughout the day in
small units of food which are randomly and independently distributed. The sum of the
pay-offs from these units of food should, according to the central limit theorem, be
normally distributed. Thus, the animal's energy supply at the end of the day (S„) should
be normally distributed. The forager should be able to exercise some behavioral control
over the mean (|i) and variance (cr^) of this distribution by deciding where to feed. The
model assumes that the animal has a fixed daily energy requirement (R) which must be
met to survive the night. The model seeks to maximize:
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P(suiviving the night) 'P(s„2.R) (j)
This is equivalent to minimizing the lilcelihood of an energetic shortfall. Since S. is
normally distributed, the probability of survival can be determined by first convetting R
to a standard normal deviate (a z- score).
^«
—
a (2)
For any requirement (R) the probability of starvation is <D(Z,) where <D represents the
cumulative probability of the normal distribution. Thus, the probability of survival
becomes:
P{S^>R)=l-(!f{Z^) (3)
Since it is cumulative O increases with Zr (see Figure 2). Thus, the probability of
survival decreases as Z increases. Following this logic, the optimal forager should
minimize the value of Zr.
Consider once more the animal faced with a choice between two patches with
equal means but different variability. Under what conditions should high or low variance
be preferred when |i. is fixed? Following the development of the model by Stephens and
Krebs (1986), the effect of a on Z can be described by finding the first derivative of Z
with respect to o:
dz_ -{R-\i)
_
\i-R
da o2 o2
(See Appendix 1 for derivation). Since the sign of equation (4) is determined by }i - R:
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C?2 . _
.J.
^>0 ^>R
<0 if ^<o
Thus, a z-minimizer's preference for variance depends only on the relative sizes of n and
R (Figure 3). When R - ^ is negative Z decreases as a decreases. Stated another way,
when the expected value (n) exceeds the requirement (R) the probability of starvation
(<I>(Zr)) is minimized by choosing the patch with the lowest variance (Figure 3A).
Conversely, when R
- n is positive Z decreases as a increases. In other words, when the
expected value is less than the requirement the probability of starvation is minimized by
choosing the patch with the highest variance (Figure 3B).
In general, the z-score model predicts indifference when |i = R, risk aversion when
R, and risk proneness when > R. These generalities simply restate the predictions
of the expected energy budget rule. However, the z-score model is more precise in its
predictions by vinue of its higher level of quantification. When is fixed between
patches and > R the z-score model predicts that the optimal choice is that with the
loy^est variation in reward. Conversely, when n < R the optimal choice is that with the
highest variation in reward.
There have been other studies of risk which did not manipulate energy budgets.
Many of these studies examined the response of nectarivorous foragers to risky situations.
Wunderle and O'Brien (1985) offered foraging bananaquits (Coereba flaveola), a small
tropical bird, a choice between constant and variable nectar rewards in artificial flowers.
The bananaquits preferred the constant rewards (were risk averse) over all reward
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conditions. This was hardly surprising, however, since the birds always had ad lib access
to food in nonexperimental conditions. Real (1981) and Real et al. (1982), and
Waddington et al. (1981) also found consistent risk aversion when offering bumblebees
and wasps choices between constant and variable nectar reward in artificial flowers.
Real (1980) has proposed a descriptive model of feeding preferences in foraging
situations involving variability in the food distributions. The model seeks to maximize:
V^-ko^ (5)
where \i and are the mean and variance of the reward distribution and k is a constant
which corresponds to the undesirability of uncertainty (variation). According to the
model, a forager should be willing to forfeit k units of mean reward for a unit reduction
in variance. Thus, as variance becomes less desirable k becomes larger regardless of the
mean's size. The result is a model which maximizes the expected value discounted by
a certain proportion of the variance. Accordingly, Real calls this the "variance
discounting" model of risk-sensitive foraging. The model predicts that foragers should
always avoid uncertainty (be risk averse) even at the cost of lowering the value of the
certain alternatives. In other words, the animal should always choose the lowest
variability even if it means choosing patches with lower means than those provided by
more variable patches.
Unlike the z-score model, the variance discoundng model is an a posteriori,
descriptive model. The constant, k, is a "fitting-variable" that fits the equation to an
animal's performance after the fact. One must first observe and quantify an animal's
performance in an uncertain situation to know what value of k the animal used. Thus,
the variance discounting model finds its only utility as a descriptive model; it has no real
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all situations. This lack of predictive utility i„ the variance discounting n,odeI is
especially evident for species which have yet to be tested in the context of risk. The
z-scote model, however, allows predictions of responses to variability before the animal
forages if the animal's energy requirements and the avaUable resources are known. These
predictions are possible even if the species has never before been tested in risk-sensitive
foraging experiments.
The present study
The experiment reported here sought to determine some of the responses to risk
in the blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata), a species not yet tested in the context of risk. Most
studies of risk use very smaU, often highly specialized, foragers with high daily energy
requirements that can easily lead to starvation if not met. The blue jay, however, is a
larger, omnivorous species with less stringent energy requirements.
The jays were trained to choose between two patches during an operant simulation
of a foraging bout. One patch provided a constant food distribution and the other a
variable distribution, but both always had the same expected value. Energy budgets were
not manipulated but the daily energy intake was held consistently below that which is
normal for a free-feeding blue jay. The expected values and variability of reward
distributions in the two patches were changed daily.
Many of the procedures used in this study were typical of risk-sensitive foraging
experiments. However, there were two important methodological differences between this
study and previous studies of risk which used discrete trials. The first difference involved
the ways in which patches were represented experimentally, and the consequences of
these representations on the analysis of patch choice data. The second methodological
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difference between this and previous studies of risk involved the types of data collected.
The single measure taken in all studies of risk is the number of times each patch type is
chosen while all patch types are freely available. This measure was used in the present
study along with two additional measures never before used: patch choice on the less
frequently chosen side of the chamber and patch choice latencies. The latency measure
is theoretically applicable to behavior during the forced phase of foraging
sessions-behavior not tested in previous studies. The procedural and analytical
differences between this and previous studies of risk will be discussed in more detail later.
Predictions of the models
The variance discounting model always predicts risk aversion over all reward
conditions. But the z-score model predicts decreasing risk aversion as the mean increases
while variance remains the same. Five of the six reward conditions in the study allowed
for comparison between changing means when the variance was held constant. Specific
predictions from the energy budget model could not be made in the absence of more
specific information concerning the energetic state of the animals.
14
Cumulative Units of Food
Figure 1. Utility functions for different relationships between energy requirements and
available resources. Cumulative food intake is on the abscissa and utility is shown on the
ordinate. (A) Utility function is concave when expected resources meet or exceed energy
requirements; indicative of positive expected energy budgets and risk-aversion. (B) The
more expectation exceeds requirements, the more bowed the utility function, giving a
value of 10 units of food less utihty in B than in A. The animal should be more
risk-averse in B than in A. (C) Utility function is convex when requirements exceed
expected resources; indicative of negative expected energy budgets and risk- proneness.
(D) The more requirements exceed expectation, the more bowed the utility function,
giving a value of 10 units of food more utility in D than in C. The animal should be
more risk- prone in D than in C.
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Figure 2. Probability distribution of net energy gained after one day of foraging. Net
energy is siiown on the abscissa and M represents the expected (mean) value. The
probability of survival is one minus the cumulative probability of R or, 1 - 0(Zr); this
is the upper tail of the curve. When the daily energy requirement, R, is equal to Rl, the
probability of survival equals the total area under the curve from point A to point C.
When R equals R2, the probability of survival equals the area under the curve from point
B to point C. Thus, the probability of survival decreases as the energy requirement
increases.
16
Energy hfoke
Figure 3. Each figure shows two superimposed, cumulative (normal) probability
fr^^nTr- tT "'f' " ^'^^""^ ^ -P--ts the' expected(mean) gain. The probability of starvation is on the ordinate. Both distributions have the
same expected gain but the distribution labeled VI has a lower variance than the
distribution labeled V2. (A) When the energy requirement, R, is less than M the
probability of starvation, P(V), is lowest for the distribution with the lowest variance VI(B) When R exceeds M, the probability of starvation, P(V), is lowest for the distribution
with the highest variance, V2.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Five experimentally naive blue jays (Cyanocitta cristata) of unknown sex and
approximately one year old served as subjects. The jays were taken from their nests near
Amherst, MA at 10-14 days of age and hand-raised in the laboratory. Throughout the
study, the jays were weighed daily and maintained at approximately 80% of their
free-feeding weights by controlled daily feedings of turkey starter and mynah pellets. The
blue jay colony was kept at 22-27 degrees Celsius with a constant 14/10 hr light-dark
cycle.
Apparatus
Sessions were conducted in an operant conditioning chamber, 122 cm long, 41 cm
high and 39 cm wide at the front tapering to 25 cm wide at the back. (See Figure 4 for
a schematic diagram of the chamber.) Four round pecking keys, 2.5 cm in diameter, were
arranged horizontally across the front panel, 23 cm from the chamber floor, with the
center of the two outer keys 5 cm from the side walls. The two inner keys were not used
in this study. Another round key was located in the center of the rear stimulus panel 12
cm from the chamber floor. A small lEE stimulus projector was mounted behind each
key. There were three perches, 1.2 cm in diameter, mounted parallel to the front panel
12 cm below the pecking keys. Two of these perches, each 7.5 cm long, were located
below the two outer keys and the third, 12.5 cm long extended below both inner keys.
A fourth perch, 12.5 cm long, was located below the key on the back panel. In their
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resting positions (unoccupied), all perches were 8.5 cm from the panel they served and
11 cm from the floor of the chamber. When occupied by a bird, each perch dropped
about 0.8 cm (closing a microswitch) so that a perching subject's eye was approximately
level with the center of a key. The keys could not be reached from the floor and a bird
had to be on the perch in front of a key for any pecks at that key to be recorded.
A 5-cm wide food cup was located in the center of the front panel, 15 cm from
the floor of the chamber. Reinforcers, half pieces of small Tenebrio molitor larvae
averaging 1.0 cm in length, were delivered to the food cup by a Davis UF-100 universal
feeder mounted outside the chamber's front panel. The cup was illuminated by a 24-V
bulb during reinforcement periods. White noise played through a small speaker mounted
on the outside of the right wall, 18 cm from the chamber floor and 36 cm from the front
panel, provided masking noise throughout each session. A 24-V white houselight,
positioned on tiie right wall 15 cm above the speaker, remained lit throughout each
session. All stimulus events and contingencies, as well as all data collection, were
controlled by an NCR PC4 personal computer.
Procedure
Each daily session consisted of 16 forced trials followed by 24 free-choice trials.
(See Figure 5 for a flow chart of within-trial events.) Every trial began at the back of the
chamber when the back key was illuminated with a white light. A single peck at the
white key caused it to become dark and inoperative while simultaneously causing the
illumination of one or both of the front keys. The remainder of the trial took place at the
front of the chamber. If the trial was forced then only one of the front keys was lit but
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if the trial was free-choice both keys were lit. A front key could be either red or green
on any given trial.
During a forced trial a single front key was lit with one of four possible color-side
combinations: red-left, red-right, green-left or green-right. A single peck at the
illuminated key initiated a 5-s delay, simulating a handling time requirement. Any pecks
at the key during this delay had no effect. The first peck after completion of the handling
time delay simultaneously caused the darkening of the key and the onset of a 12-s reward
period. The four color-side combinations were presented equally often and in random
order over every block of eight forced trials. No more than three successive forced trials
could occur with the same color-side combination.
During a free-choice trial both front keys were lit, one red and the other green.
To continue the trial once the front keys became lit, the bird chose a patch (color-side
combination) by landing on one of the two outer perches on the front panel. Landing on
one of these perches caused the illuminated key above the unchosen perch to become dark
and inoperative while the key above the chosen perch remained lit. A single peck at the
lit key initiated a 5-s delay, simulating a handling time requirement. Any pecks at the
key during this delay had no effect. The first peck after completion of the handling time
delay simultaneously caused the darkening of the key and the onset of a 12-s reward
period. The two stimulus combinations possible on a free-choice trial
(red/left-green/right, green/left-red/right) were presented equally often and in random order
over every block of eight free-choice trials. No more than four of the same combination
could occur over successive trials.
A 10-s m, during which all keys were dark and inoperative, followed the reward
period of every trial. Thus, the timing of events under the control of the experimenter
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remained constant on every trial. Variability in the duration of a session could only be
introduced by a bird no, responding at certain points within trials (e.g. withholding the
peck that starts the trial).
The two possible colors for the front keys represented two patches in which the
jays could choose to forage. These patches differed only in the number of rewards each
provided when chosen. One patch, designated the "constant" patch, yielded the same
number of rewards each time it was selected. The other patch, designated the "variable"
patch, provided one of two possible reward values when selected, each with a probability
of 0.5. The mean of the two reward values available in the variable patch always equaled
the reward value of the constant patch. Thus, the expected values were always the same
for both patches.
Six reward conditions were used. These conditions were designated as: 0-2(1),
1-3(2), 0-4(2), 2-4(3), 1-5(3), and 0-6(3). For each condition, the hyphenated values
represent the two equally probable reward values used for the variable patch while the
single value (in parentheses) represents the number of rewards that were available in the
constant patch. The six reward conditions were presented in random order over every
block of six sessions. No single reward condition was presented twice in succession. (A
block of six sessions will henceforth be referred to as a replication.) Each of the two
possible variable patch reward values within a session were used equally often and in an
unpredictable order over every block of eight variable patch choices. A single variable
patch reward value could occur no more than four times over successive trials.
The reward period always lasted for 12 seconds, during which the food cup was
illuminated. If rewards were to be delivered during a given trial, the feeder would begin
operating at the onset of the reward period. A piece of a mealworm was delivered every
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1.5 seconds until the number of rewards designated for a trial had been cached. There
wer. always at least three seconds of illumination following the last reward to ensure that
all rewards delivered during a trial could be eaten within the trial.
Color/Patch assignment
On the day prior to their first foraging session, each jay was tested for a
preexisting color preference. The color preference test was conducted with the same
discrete trials procedure described above except that each patch always provided three
rewards per visit. There were no reliable color preferences in evidence. Assignments of
patch colors were made as randomly as possible while trying to counterbalance across
subjects. Three jays were assigned red as the constant patch and green as the variable
patch while the remaining two jays were assigned the reverse. These patch-color
assignments remained in force throughout the study.
Data Analysis
Three measures of patch preference were analyzed. The primary measure was
overall patch choice, as indicated by the proportion of choices made for the constant
patch, during free-choice trials. The second measure was the patch preference on the
nonpreferred side of the chamber. Both patch types occurred equally often on both sides
of the chamber. Since free-choice trials allowed the birds to choose one patch as well as
one side of the chamber, there were often fewer choices on one side. The side chosen
less often in a session was designated the nonpreferred side. The proportion of constant
patch choices on the nonpreferred side served as an index of patch preference on that
side. This measure was useful in determining patch preference for sessions in which a
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subject showed a strong positioni prefetence. The third measure of patch pteference was
patch choice latencies for all Mais, forced as well as f„=e-choice. Choice latency was
defined as the time elapsed between leaving the back perch and landing on one of the two
outer front perches.
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Figure 4. A schematic diagram of the operant conditioning chamber and its fittings. The
perspective is from above the chamber looking down.
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Figure 5. A flow diagram of typical within-trial events. The trial in this figure is a
free-choice trial. The jay starts the trial by pecking the white key on the back panel (box
1). In this example the jay chooses the red patch on the left side of the front panel by
landing on the perch under the red key (box 2). The final peck of the trial (box 3) turns
the chosen key off (box 4) and initiates the reward period. The reward period is followed
by an ITI, after which the next trial begins.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Overall patch choice
There were 30 foraging sessions, five for every reward condition, for each bird.
According to the primary measure of patch preference, the overall proportion of choices
for the constant patch, all of the jays began the experiment close to indifference (see
Figure 6). The mean overall patch preference of each subject, averaged over all 30
sessions, was tested against indifference using single-sample t-tests. The initial
indifference quickly changed into a strong and consistent preference for the constant patch
for Jays 44, 59, 87, and 104 (see Figure 6, and see Table 1 for statistics). The preference
for the constant patch was often exclusive by the end of the experiment for these four
jays, indicting a high level of risk aversion. However, the primary measure of patch
preference yielded unclear results for the remaining subject, 65, especially toward the end
of the experiment (Figure 6C).
Subject 65 developed a strong and reliable preference for the right side of the
chamber (see Figure 7C; t (29) = 8.28, p < 0.005). Because both red and green, and
therefore both patch types, appeared equally often on both sides of the chamber, a
significant side preference would necessarily bias patch preference toward indifference.
For subject 65, there was a significant negative relationship between the strength of the
side preference and the strength of the constant patch preference as assessed by the
primary measure (Pearson's product moment correlation: r (28) = -0.3117, p < 0.0005,
1
-tailed). As the strength of the side preference increased from 0.5 to 1.0, the primary
measure of patch preference decreased from 1,0 to 0.5 (see Figure 8).
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Patch preference on the nonpreferred side
Side preferences, even with subject 65, were seldom exclusive; a few responses
usually occurred on the nonpreferred side. It was therefore possible to calculate the
proportion of times each patch type was chosen on the nonpreferred side. The mean
patch preference on the nonpreferred side, averaged over all sessions, was tested agains
indifference for each subject using single-sample t-tests. Sessions 2 - 4 and session 6 for
subject 87 were excluded from these analyses because the side preference was 1.0 during
these sessions (see Figure 7D), invaUdating the measure of patch preference on the
nonpreferred side.
Subject 65 had a very strong preference for the constant patch on the nonpreferred
side throughout the experiment, (see Figure 7C; t (29) = 45.04, p < .005). For this
subject, risk aversion on the nonpreferred side was exclusive (1.0) for 23 of the 30
foraging sessions, continuously so for the last 17 sessions (Figure 9C).
Side preferences were far less pronounced in subjects 44, 59, 87, and 104, but
were occasionally strong. By the end of the experiment, side preferences were negligible
for these jays (see Figure 7). Nevertheless, the analysis of patch preference on the
nonpreferred side confirmed the strong tendency toward risk aversion reported above for
these four jays (Table 1, Figure 9).
Effect of reward conditions
The effect of reward condition on patch preference was analyzed with one-way,
repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA). The overall patch preference and the
preference on the nonpreferred side were analyzed for each of the last four replications.
The first replication was excluded from these analyses because of the variability
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introduced by the initial acquisition of a response strategy. The jays we., consistently
risk averse across conditions (see Figures 10 and 11). Reward condition had no effect
on patch preference, for either meastu., in any of the teplications (all values of p > 0.05).
Forced phase choice latencies
Analysis of the choice latency data was restricted to the asymptotic performance
obtained in the fifth replication. Since the number of data points in the free-choice phase
was highly skewed toward the constant patch, only the latencies from the forced phase
of the foraging sessions were analyzed. There were 16 forced trials per session. The jays
were forced to each of the two patch types four times in the first eight trials and four
times in the last eight trials. Therefore, choice latencies were averaged over two blocks
of trials, 1-8 and 9-16, to represent early and late responses in the forced phase. Forced
phase choice latencies were analyzed with a three-way, repeated measures ANOVA using
reward condition, patch type, and trial block as factors.
Choice latencies were not affected by reward condition (see Figures 12 and 13;
F (5,20) = 2.09, p > 0.10). However, the jays consistently took longer to go to the front
of the chamber when forced to the variable patch (F (1,4) = 10.36, p < 0.05), especially
during the last half of the forced phase. The latencies for forced variable patch visits
were an average of 1.6 seconds longer than latencies for forced constant patch visits.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 12 (right panel) and, more clearly, in Figure 13. There
was also a significant trial block by patch type interaction: as the forced phase neared
completion, the difference between variable and constant patch latencies increased (see
Figures 12 and 14; F (1,4) = 11.32, p < 0.05).
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Table 1. Patch choice, both overall and on the nonpreferred side, averaged over all 30
Subject
Overall
Nonpreferred Side
Constant t Constant t
A A44 0.88 18.51
*
0.95 25.88
'
59 0.89 16.73
•
0.93 20.15
•
65 0.78 12.38
*
0.98 45.04
•
87 0.73 9.14* 0.81 33.39
104 0.81 9.44
*
0.88 9.31
*
* p < 0.001. ^ df = 25. The side preference for this subject was exclusive (1 0) for four
sessions. These sessions were therefore excluded from the calculation of preference on
the nonpreferred side.
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Figure 6. Development of risk-aversion over the entire experiment as shown by the
proportion of choices in the constant patch on both sides of the chamber. Preferences for
all five subjects are shown individually in panels A - E (A=44, B=59, C=65, D=87,
E=104). Panel F shows means across subjects 44, 59, 87, and 104.
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Figure 7. Development of side preferences over the entire experiment as shown by the
proportion of choices made on one side of the chamber. Preferences for all five subjects
are shown individually in panels A - E (A=44, B=59, C=65, D=87, E=l()4).
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Figure 8. Scatter plot for subject 65 showing the relationship between the strength of the
side preference and the strength of the overall patch preference. The overall patch
preference (on the ordinate) was measured by the proportion of constant patch choices on
both sides of the chamber.
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Foraging Session
Figure 9. Development of risk-aversion over the entire experiment as shown by the
proportion of constant patch choices on the nonpreferred side of the chamber. Preferences
for all five subjects are shown individually in panels A - E (A=44, B=59, C=65, D=87,
E=104). Panel F shows means across all subjects.
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Figure 10. Effect of reward condition on patch preference in the last (fifth) replication.
Two measures of patch preference are shown; the overall measure (, see text) and patch
preference on the nonpreferred side (). It can be easily seen in this figure that, as
variance increases with the mean held constant (conditions 2-4(3), 1-5(3), 0-6(3)), the
level of risk-aversion does not change.
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Figure 11. Effect of reward condition on mean patch preference averaged over
replications 2 through 5. Two measures of patch preference are shown; the overall
measure (, see text) and patch preference on the nonpreferred side (). It can be easily
seen in this figure that, as variance increases with the mean held constant (conditions
2-4(3), 1-5(3), 0-6(3)), the level of risk-aversion does not change.
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Figure 12. Mean choice latencies, averaged over subjects, from the forced phase of the
last replication arranged according to reward condition, trial block (1-8 and 9-16), and
patch type ( = constant, = variable). Reward condition is identical to foraging session,
on the abscissa, since each condition occurs only once in every replication.
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Figure 13. Mean choice latencies, averaged over subjects, from the forced phase of the
last replication arranged according to reward condition and patch type ( = constant,
= variable). The effect of patch type can be seen best in this figure.
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Figure 14. Mean choice latencies, averaged over subjects, from the forced phase of the
last replication arranged according to trial block (1-8 and 9-16) and patch type ( =
constant, = variable). The interaction between patch type and trial block can be seen
best in this figure.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
The jays began this experiments with no definite preference for either the variable
or the constant patch. But all of the jays quickly developed a robust preference for the
constant patch. All three of the dependent measures used in this study indicated a strong
level of risk aversion which did not vary across reward conditions. The overall patch
choice during the free-choice phase showed a strong level of risk aversion which did not
change over sessions once performance reached asymptote. The strength of risk aversion
was unaffected by reward condition according to this measure; risk aversion seemed
consistently strong across conditions. But, as demonstrated in the case of subject 65,
when combined with a strong side preference this traditional measure of patch preference
becomes useless.
This experiment used a discrete trials procedure which differed from the
procedures used by other researchers who have studied risk in the lab. Patch assignments
in this study were made based on color, where the colors appeared equally often on both
sides of the chamber. All previous studies of risk which used a discrete trials procedure
assigned patches based on the side of the apparatus. For example, the variable patch
might be the left side of an aviary while the constant patch would be the right side. It
has been argued (Caraco, personal communication) that assigning patch type by side is
the better method because patches are spatially discrete places in the animal's natural
environment. A titmouse, for example, finds pine cones in and around coniferous trees.
But one could equally well argue that if food sources are rapidly depleted, or change
spatially from day to day (e.g. mobile prey), some other attribute of the prey which
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compose the patch, such as color, may be a good indicator of patch type or quality. For
highly visual animals, as many birds are, a visual indicator of patch type may even add
the advantage of being able to identify the quality of the patch while still some distance
from it. A hummingbird, for example, may have learned through prior experience that
a patch is likely to contain flowers of a highly variable quality just by seeing the color
of the flowers.
not
The two methods of patch assignment, by side or by color, though seemingly
very dissimilar, have very different consequences with respect to analyzing patch choice
and preference. These consequences are associated with a common problem in studies
which allow animals a choice between two or more concurrently available alternatives;
position preference. When patches are assigned by side, a side preference has a
potentially devastating effect. Because side and patch cannot be separated, the correlation
between the strength of the side preference and the strength of the patch preference must
be 1.0, a perfect positive relationship, for any given session. In other words, the side
preference cannot be separated from the patch preference in a single foraging session.
However, the relationship between side and patch, and the relationship between side
preference and patch preference are not necessarily the same thing.
To avoid the confounding of side and patch, and to separate side preference from
patch preference, requires that side and patch be independent on some level. One way
to accomplish this, given that patches are assigned by side, is to counterbalance the
side/patch combinations over days. In effect, this technique makes side and patch
independent between sessions but not within sessions. This method has been used
successfully by some researchers (e.g. Caraco 1981, 1982, 1983), but still others have
failed to take even this basic procedural precaution (e.g. Barnard & Brown 1985).
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However, the success of this technique r^quii^s that no side preference exists. Since
patch would still be inseparable from side within sessions, this precaution would have
limited usefulness when confronted with a strong side preference. When confronted with
a strong side preference, this type of counterbalancing would only serve to confirm the
existence of the side preference rather than minimizing its effect. The confound would
still be in effect but the direction of the effect over days would change.
Given the existence of a side preference, if the side/patch combinations were
equally counterbalanced, so that each patch type occurred equally often on both sides over
days, then the perfect positive relationship between side preference and patch preference
within sessions would be reversed between sessions. As the strength of the side
preference increased, the average strength of patch preference would decrease toward
indifference over sessions. Thus, the positive relationship within sessions becomes a
negative relationship between sessions when a side preference affects choice. This
relationship would make a side preference obvious over sessions without specifically
testing for one. In the absence of counterbalancing, the perfect positive relationship
between side preference and patch preference within sessions would remain the same
between sessions since side and patch would never be independent. One simply could
not know if the animal was choosing the patch or the side without specifically testing for
a side preference (which would undoubtedly develop over time if the animal's patch
preference was consistently for one general patch type as was the case in this study).
Though counterbalancing is certainly preferable to not controlling the confounding
of side and patch at all, it is only of limited usefulness. This technique is only useful if
the animal has no significant side preference over days. This is especially true if patch
preferences switch from the variable to the constant patch from day to day. It is also
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possible that an animal
.ay have a s,de p.ference on some days but not on others (as
with the last 10 sessions of subject 65 in the present study; see Figure 7C). If
counterbalancing we. used in this situation, patch preferences
.ight be real on some
days but confounded with side preferences on other days.
All of the above problems can be avoided by assigning patch type based on colors
that can change position rather than on position alone. When patches are assigned by
color there is no mandatory relationship between side and patch; they ai. independent
both within and between sessions. However, if a side pi^ference exists, the coirelation
between the strength of the side preference and the strength of the overall patch
preference could conceivably approach
-1.0, a perfect negative relationship, within any
given session. This is because patch type (color) is perfectly counterbalanced with side
so that each patch occurs equally often on both sides. Thus, even a slight side preference
would bias overall patch choice toward indifference. The stronger the side preference the
stronger the bias toward indifference within and between sessions. But since patch and
side are not the same thing in this procedure, the strengths of patch and side preferences
can be analyzed separately. The proportion of constant patch choices on the less
frequently chosen, or nonpreferred, side of the chamber is unaffected by a side preference
as long as the side preference is not exclusive (100%), because, by definition, only one
side is involved in the measure.
The advantages of assigning patch types by color are clear. The chief benefit is
the independence of side and patch both within and between sessions. This allows for
the analysis of pure patch preference on only one side of the chamber. Such analyses can
be performed on both raw and averaged scores since patch and side are independent both
within and between sessions. Moreover, since side and patch are always independent, this
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measure is not adversely affected by position p.ferences. The natu. of this procedure
is such that side preferences become immediately apparent within, and therefore across,
sessions without having to specifically test for them. If a side preference is evident the
patch p^ference can be accurately assessed by analyzing the data f,.. the nonpreferred
side. For one subject in this study, number 65, the side preference was so strong that
accurately assessing patch preference would have been impossible without this measure.
Patch choice on the nonpreferred side showed a very strong constant patch preference for
this bird. It would seem that the risk aversion was often strong enough to overshadow
the side preference, thereby attracting responses to the nonpreferred side. Thus,
measuring patch choice on the nonpreferred side in the present study may have been a
more sensitive index of patch preference than the more traditional measure. Indeed, as
shown in Figures 6. 9, 10 and 1 1, this measure consistently indicates a higher level of risk
aversion than the measure which takes both sides of the chamber into account.
Both of the above measures of patch preference indicated a strong preference for
the constant patch that was unaffected by reward condition in this study. However, these
measures speak only of the behavior observed when the jays could choose freely between
concurrently available patches. Because of the experimental design, measuring actual
patch preference in the free-choice phase cannot address the possible development of
patch preference during the initial stages of a foraging session.
In most studies of risk (as in this one), free choice between concurrently available
patches is only allowed after an initial period in which the animal is forced to experience
all patch types. This period of forced trials is designed to mimic the sampling period of
a foraging bout in the real world (Kiebs, Kacelnik & Taylor 1978). By sampling the
available patches, the forager supposedly gains experience with which to decide what
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patch or patches will best meet cun.nt energetic needs. In laboratory simulations of risk,
the forced phase of a foraging session provides the animal with equal exposure to all
patches. It is p^sumably in this phase that the animal develops the patch preference
shown in the following free-choice phase. This assumption is implicit in all previous
studies of risk whether they used a discrete trials procedun. or not. Yet the only evidence
in support of this assumption is indirect; when Caraco's birds face the same patch
conditions under two different energetic states and show two different prefen^nces, we
assume that the preferences must have developed independently during the forced phases
of the two sessions. This assumption has never been directly tested in the context of risk
by gathering and analyzing data from the forced phase.
Given that a patch preference exists during the free-choice phase, there are, of
course, three possibilities concerning preference during the forced phase of a foraging
session. First, as normally assumed, the animal may use the forced phase as an
opportunity to learn the daily reward distributions and develop the preference it will
ultimately show in the next (free-choice) phase. This implies that the animal carries no
preference between sessions. If this is the case then it is reasonable to expect at least a
weak preference toward the end of the forced phase (but not the beginning). The second
possibility is that the preference shown in the free-choice phase does not develop at all
in the preceding forced phase, implying that the animal's preference is preserved between
sessions. In this case one would expect the preference to be evident throughout the
forced phase (assuming that the preference does not suddenly develop, as if by magic, in
the single step which separates the forced and free- choice phases). The third possibility
is a combination of the preceding two: the animal carries some patch preference between
sessions which is strengthened in the forced phase of each session. In either of these
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three possibilities, one could exoect a nat^hia p patch preference to guide behavior at some point
during the forced phase.
If a patch preference guides a jay's behavior during the forced phase, when only
one patch is available per trial, the p.ference should become manifest in the jay's choice
latencies. A jay starts a trial at the back panel, then leaves the back perch to go to the
front panel whe. the trial wiU be completed. WhUe moving toward the front panel the
jay is confronted with only one available patch. If the available patch happens to be the
preferred one the jay should go to it immediately. But if the patch is of the nonprefe.ed
variety, the jay might hesitate long enough to make certain that the preferred patch is, in
fact, unavailable. Once the jay is certain that the prefened patch will not become
available, it should continue the trial. This logic applies whether the preference shown
on forced trials develops during the forced phase or not.
Recording choice latencies in the forced phase of foraging sessions made it
possible to test the assumption that the animal develops its preference anew from the start
of every session. In a discrete trials procedure, trials represent a discrete measure of time.
By definition, it takes time to develop a patch preference from the beginning of a session.
Thus, if the assumption being tested is true, one would expect to see an effect of trials
in the forced phase of a foraging session. Choice latencies should be similar for both
patch types early in the phase, when no preference is evident, and shou FIX a preference
develops. The magnitude of this difference should increase as the preference develops,
exerting a stronger influence on behavior (an interaction between patch type and trials).
Conversely, if the assumption is false, one would expect to see no effect of trials
in the forced phase. This lack of effect could be achieved by two means. First, choice
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.a.„cies couM be .he sa^e for both patch types th^ughou. the forced phase. i„<nca,i„g
tha. any patch preference seen in the fi.e-choice phase was developed while the bird had
free choice. This is not lilcely since the development of a ptefetence in the free-choice
phase would involve choosing both patches, on alternate tHals. until the preference takes
control of patch choice. Since there ate only 24 free-choice trials in a session, the
preference would have to develop extraordinarily fast for a statistically significant
proportion of trials to be attributed to one patch.
There is a second, more likely way in which trials could have no effect on choice
latencies. The latencies could differ between patch types by the same amount throughout
the forced phase. TOs case would indicate that the bird retained its patch pt^ference from
the previous foraging session (or sessions). But no matter the teason, finding no effect
of trials on choice latencies, and no interaction between patch type and trials, would
refute the assumption that patch preferences develop anew from the start of eveiy
foraging session.
As it turned out, there was an effect of patch type on choice latency in the force
phase. The latency to go to the variable patch was an average of 1.6 seconds longer than
the latency to go to the constant patch when forced. This hesitation indicated a
preference for the constant patch (or perhaps a functionally equivalent aversion for the
variable patch). There was no effect of reward condition on these latencies. As with the
other two measures of patch preference, the latency data show risk aversion which is
consistent across reward conditions. There was no effect of trial block because as
variable patch latencies increased, constant patch latencies decreased (though not to the
same extent). Thus, the latencies averaged between patch types did not change
appreciably over trials.
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The most impomn, finding with respec, ,o ,he forced choice latencies was .he
interaction between tria, block and patch type. The jays always tended to delay patch
choice longer when forced to the variable patch, but the difference between variable and
constant patch latencies increased from the ftrst to the second half of the forced phase
(Figure 14). TOs is exactly what would be expected if patch prefetence were developing,
or being strengthened during the forced phase. As such, the choice latency nteasure
seems to be the first measure actually recorded during forced trials which directly
suppons the assumption that patch preferences shown in studies of risk develop, at least
partially, during the forced phase.
This effect may seem a bit surprising at first glance, given that the two colors
which represented patch types remained fixed from day to day. If we were to assume a
bias toward consistent risk aversion, it may have been a more efficient strategy to simply
start each session choosing the color that always represented the constant patch rather
than wasting time sampling. However, this strategy may be less available in the real
worid where one might assume that general patch types are not represented as consistenUy
from day to day. In other words, patch type "cues" may be more variable in the real
worid. But even if general patch type cues are available in the real worid (e.g. location),
specific patch qualities (e.g. expected values, variance) may change over days because
of local competition, seasonal changes, depletion-repletion cycles, prey mobility, or any
number of other factors. In this experiment both the expected value and the variability
associated with each patch type were changed unpredictably over days. Both of these
variables would need to be accurately tracked by the successful risk-sensitive forager.
This is especially true if there are more than two patches, as would presumably be the
case in the real world. If the animal relys solely upon past experienc with general
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indicators of patch type, the indicators may loose their vaUdity as true patch qualities
change; making a strategy based on patch type cues alone less efficient. Conversely, if
the animal relys solely upon sampling to determine patch type, it may spend more time
than necessary gathering information if there is some cue available that can panially
indicate general patch type. Thus, the best way to track changing patch qualities might
be to i^ly partially on past experience with available patch type cues, and regularly update
this experience through moderate sampling of the currently available patches.
Since the choice latencies often differed (to a lesser degree) between patches at
the beginning of the forced phase, we cannot assume that the patch preference developed
in its entirety from the start of every session. It is possible, even likely, that the jays
carried some tendency toward risk aversion between sessions. This would mean that the
jays based their preference not only on currently sampled infomiation but on past
experience with patch type cues as well. To test this hypothesis the jays were returned
to the apparatus for a color preference test. This test was performed approximately 60
days after the last day of data collection. The method by which the color preference was
determined was the same as that described in the patch assignment section in the
description of Methods above. Briefly, the jays received the same sequence of forced and
free-choice trials as usual, but each patch provided the same number of rewards (three)
regardless of color. This procedure was conducted until each jay had completed four
sessions (a range of 3 to 6 days).
All five jays showed a strong preference for the color which had previously been
associated with the constant patch (see Figure 15). The strength of this color preference
was even more impressive given the passage of time between the end of the experiment
and the color test. However, the choices of color were not as exclusive as they had been
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when *e colors had indicated actual patch diffe.nces. TUls would be expected if real
patch differences acted in combination with patch color to deten^ne the strength of the
final prefet^nce. Unfortunately, it was not possible to detem,i„e whether this discrepancy
was caused by the lack of real patch differences or the passage of time between the end
of the experiment and the color test. But the fact remains that if the jays had not catried
any tendency for a patch preference between sessions (i.e had always developed their
preference completely within each session) then a prefetence for color between sessions
should not have been learned.
In summary, the data demonstrate that blue jays are sensitive to variability in food
resources and tend to avoid such variabiHty. TT.e actual patch choices, both overall and
on the nonpreferred side, indicate strong, often exclusive risk aversion. The speed with
which this risk aversion developed over the course of the experiment, combined with the
lack of effect of reward condition and the result of the color preference test, may indicate
that these jays have a natural tendency toward risk aversion and may rely at least partially
on general cues of patch type. The forced phase choice latencies seem to show that this
tendency toward risk aversion is strengthened from the start of every session so that some
learning through sampling of the patches is involved in patch preference. In short, the
strategy the jays used in choosing patches was to rely on general patch type cues,
updating the validity of these cues through forced sampling early in the session.
The fact that the jays were always risk averse and that the strength of risk aversion
did not change over conditions is a point in favor of the variance discounting model. As
mentioned earlier, the only a priori capacity of the variance discounting model was to
predict constant risk aversion under all conditions. This was certainly the case. The
z-score model, on the other hand, predicted changing levels of risk aversion as patch
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means changed and variance was constant. The lack of a .ward condition effect runs
counter to this prediction.
A die-hard proponent of energetic shortfall avoidance models, like the energy
budget rule or the z-score model, would attribute their lack of support in this experiment
to the absence of specific knowledge concerning the jays' daily energetic requirements
and how these requirements were met by the reward conditions. One might argue that
the unwavering risk aversion was caused by daily positive expected energy budgets.
Energy budgets are typically said to have positive or negative expectations based on the
rate of energy intake, relative to the rate required for survival, while the animal is
foraging. In this way, the animal develops its patch preference while foraging, with no
weight placed on any food it might encounter later (say, during an afternoon feeding).
Thus, to say that these jays had a positive expected energy budget would mean that the
rate of energy intake while they were in the chamber was equal to or greater than the rate
necessary to sustain them through the night.
Energy budgets are based on two variables: energy need and resource availability
(both in terms of time and amount). In this study, body weight might be a general index
of energy need. Weights were consistent throughout the study, but they were consistently
low. A blue jay at 80% of its free-feeding weight in the wild would certainly face a real
possibility of starvation, a situation often demanding risk proneness (at least theoretically).
The resources available in this study were tiny pieces of tiny mealworms, largely
composed of chitin, and not very energetically potent. Expected patch values were also
occasionally low (one reward per visit). Hence, it is possible that the jays were
sometimes operating under a negative expected energy budget while in the chamber (but
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they did not perish over night because they were fed in the afternoon). If nothing else,
one could have reasonably expected varying levels of risk aversion across conditions.
Why then, were all five jays consistently, and persistently risk averse? Three
possibilities spring to mind. First, energetic shortfall avoidance models tn^ditionally
assume that energetic needs should be calculated for, and projected over, 24- hour
intervals of time (normally called days). These models have always been tested on small
animals (e.g. spairows, juncos, hummingbirds, shrews) with high energetic needs that can
lead to death if not met over a short time span. For these animals, it might be
advantageous to avoid, at all costs, energetic shortfalls over fixed, short spans of time.
Blue jays are larger animals and have the ability to store more energy. It may be that
larger animals have longer time windows over which energetic needs are specified. The
time window for an animal that can store energy may also be less specific, increasing in
size when stores are good, decreasing when stores are poor. Also, an increased ability
to store energy, as long as the surplus need not remain constant (which it should not
always do given the purpose of energy stores) may mean that absolute energy
requirements are less fixed during the time window.
The second possible explanation for the proposed natural tendency toward risk
aversion in blue jays involves their normal mode of foraging. Blue jays are omnivorous
creatures, accused of everything from dominating bird feeders to steeling hatchlings from
their nest. Certainly much of this is bom from myth but, just as certainly, blue jays eat
many things including seeds, insects, flora, and fauna (personal observation). In effect,
being omnivorous may increase the number of low-variability patches from which the
forager can choose. In turn, instances of not being able to find rich patches with low
variability would be less numerous. Thus, it might make adaptive sense for an omnivore
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to be naturally risk averse. While foraging in patches of one food type, say .oth larvae
in pine cones, if an omnivoi. discovers that the expected value of patches does not meet
its energetic needs, it need not opt for higher variation in patches of the same food type.
Rather, an omnivore has at least two options: (1) Switching to a different type of food .n
a similar patch, say pine seeds instead of moth larvae in the same pine cones, or (2)
switching to a different type of food in a different type of patch, say Catocala relicta
moths on birch trees. This option has the versatility of still allowing risk-averse choices
of patches with low variability and expected values that meet the energetic needs of the
animal. Therefore, in the evolution of an omnivorous species, risk aversion would be the
foraging mode of choice, the one through which the most members of the species
survived. Risk aversion, though always preferable, is not as available to a specialized
forager, like a sparrow, which may only be able to switch from patches of one seed type
to patches of another seed type (that may be just as variable due to local competition and
seasonal limitations).
Finally, the third possibility of constant risk aversion in these five blue jays
involves a simpler rule governing response to risk. As a rule, energetic shortfall
avoidance rules are complicated. Models like the energy budget rule and the z-score
model are built upon precise mathematical quantification as well as a number of statistical
assumptions. It can be argued that these models may even attribute abilities to the animal
beyond those which are necessary to describe, predict, or explain behavior; abilities like
projecting energy intake rate into the future relative to present requirements. It is far
more in keeping with Morgan's Cannon, far more parsimonious, to choose a variable
which is conceivably accessible to the animal on an immediate and continuous basis.
Yet, since we are dealing with an energetic phenomenon, this variable should have some
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body weight can be detected over certain spans of time.
Under many circumstances, a variable such as body weight might
weight from which the decrease began. But there could be a cushion before the shift in
strategy is triggered to guard against unnecessary risk proneness in response to drops in
weight well within normal variation. The cushion could be defined in terms of a variable
time window related to the absolute body weight. For example, a 10-g drop in weight
over a span of 20 hours from an initial weight of 450 g is not as threatening as a 10-g
drop in weight over 20 hours from an initial weight of 300 g. In the former case, the
trend might be allowed to continue over a longer time window before the animal becomes
risk prone. In the latter case risk proneness might be invoked sooner to avoid the nasty
and inevitable consequences
The rule proposed above is consistent with the data collected for this thesis.
Simply put: even though the jays may have sometimes foraged under a negative expected
energy budget while in the chamber, they were still fed later in the day. This need not
imply that the jays were somehow aware that they would be fed every afternoon (though
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increased activity a.o„g diffe.„. ^o„p,
^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^
suggests some tempera, effect). The important point with tespect to the p.posed rule
is that the jays- diet was supplemented every day to maintain them at a constant weight.
These weights were low. but they were life-sustaining and fluctuated little over days.
According to the proposed rule, if the weight
.mains constant over days, and the anima,
is aUve, then lisk aversion is the appropriate strategy to follow.
Tliis rule should be effective in avoiding death by starvation, but at the same time
it attributes no unreasonable abilities to the animal. This rule is simple, independent of
fixed values and statistical assumptions, relying instead on changes in only one value over
time, giving the rule ti,e flexibility needed to adapt to a changing environment. The mle
does not assume that the animal can pmject its needs into the future - only that the
animal is aware of recent changes in one, accessible value over a time window which can
easily vary according to the animal's size, abilities, and mode of foraging. It should be
noted that this rule still uses the logic of energetic shortfall avoidance, but in a simpler
way than previous models. By using this rule, animals may be able to closely
approximate the precise behavioral optima specified by more complex models of risk
sensitivity.
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Figure 15. Pure color preferences, averaged over subjects, from each of four color
preference tests. Preferences were measured by the proportion of choices made for the
color that had previously indicated the constant patch. This measure was calculated for
both sides of the chamber combined () as well as for the nonpreferred side of the
chamber alone ().
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF z WITH RESPECT TO
R is a constant fixed by the animal.
^ is assumed to be a constant across patches.
|f = -iea--(-,a-)
Oda ^ «2
dz
_
-R^ H
dz
_
\i-R
da o2
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